Age Of Exploration Crossword Puzzle:

Across
3. A very long and sleek ship used by the vikings.
4. An enormous trading route from East Asia to Europe.
5. Northern part of Europe which includes Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
10. A faster and more efficient cargo ship invented for better sea travel.
15. Famous Portuguese leader who created a school for navigational sailing.
17. Discovered New York State, Canada and Hudson Bay
18. Eric The Red's son, viking explorer who discovered Greenland
19. In 1592______ sailed the ocean blue.
22. Name the other two ships in the same voyage in number 17.

Down
1. A term used by the vikings to describe the savage natives.
2. Name of the biggest main ship Columbus sailed with on his most famous voyage.
3. Fierce sailors who raided towns in their free time.
6. What the vikings were called/what they called themselves.
7. Number of natives Christopher Columbus took back to Spain to serve as slaves.
8. Conquered the Inca civilization.
10. A navigation device which replaced the Astrolabe and the Cross-staff because it could be used on land and sea.
11. A famous explorer who has a game named after him and found a lot of the Silk Road
12. Conquered the Inca civilization.
13. A faster and more efficient cargo ship invented for better sea travel.
14. Name the other two ships in the same voyage in number 17.